
National Geographic Creative Brief

National Geographic Channel is collaborating with Realscreen to develop projects with new and 
emerging producers, giving them a chance to dream-up innovative, unscripted programming for the 
global leader in science, adventure and exploration cross-platform entertainment.
 
About National Geographic:
National Geographic reaches 730 million fans worldwide, including National Geographic Channel which 
reaches 463 million households in 172 countries and 43 languages and our social media reach of 345 
million, the biggest non-celebrity social reach on earth.  We deliver the best science, adventure and 
exploration storytelling across all platforms. We create conversations with unexpected human stories 
that both entertain and inspire viewers to change the world. Our stories have scope, scale and awe-
inspiring visuals that elevate us above all others. 
 
What National Geographic is looking for:
We increasingly want to tackle topics that are in the zeitgeist – topics with global relevance.  Climate 
change, gender, race, inequality, immigration, religion.  These are just a few examples of topics that 
need to be discussed right now.
 
Here are some key points to keep in mind:
 

 Originality is key.  Don’t be too on the nose about the subject matter.  If it feels like it could have 
been on Nat Geo 10 years ago, then it’s probably not right.  We made an EXPLORATION series 
about going to Mars.  And a SCIENCE series that took us on a trip around the world to discover 
religion.  We are keen to avoid the tried and tested formulas of male non-fiction content.  No 
conspiracies, no disaster scenarios, no “tough guy TV”.  Think bigger.

 Scale is vital. When the show idea is reduced to a single sentence it needs to sound big, bold, 
original.   Don’t worry if you don’t have access to all the people and places you are pitching – if 
we love your idea we can sort that out together.

 While we are a male-skewing network, we are increasingly open to a more balanced audience.
 
Our Biggest hits share these success factors: SCALE, ORIGINALITY, GLOBAL APPEAL, and ACCESS
 
We are a series driven network (6, 8, or 10 episodes).  Our priority genres are:

 Big Science with scope, innovation and an emotional connection with viewers (Examples are 
MARS, COSMOS and ONE STRANGE ROCK)

 Documentary Series with clear missions, unique access and urgent immersive present tense 
narratives (Examples are THE STORY OF GOD WITH MORGAN FREEMAN and INSIDE COMBAT 
RESCUE)

 Natural History with the biggest ambitions and that push technology and the genre into brand 
new spaces

 National Geographic Documentary Films are feature length documentaries crafted by the 
world’s best documentary storytellers, start conversations and nail the brand in the bulls-eye 
(Examples are BEFORE THE FLOOD, PARCHED, LA92, JANE and HELL ON EARTH)

 Live Events that deliver access, urgency and scale (Example - EARTH LIVE) but aren’t just stunts

NOTE: We are not interested in Specials at this time.



 What we DON’T want:
 Cooking
 Fake reality shows
 Paranormal
 Sports
 Recre-driven series
 Dark content unless the topic is clearly linked to the brand
 We are not looking for straight narrative history as it tends to skew older and more male than 

our target audience.  However, we will tackle history through headline-making discoveries told 
in a present-tense active narrative, or if the topic is from more recent history, from 1985 to 
present. 


